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Here at Stokerized it has been our mission to 

build the absolute best 100% American made 

stabilizers on the market. We believe that it is 

possible to build products that are truly superior 

in design and functionality. It is this type of 

continual innovation that we pride ourselves on 

as a company and our customers have come to 

expect and deserve. For us, the journey never 

ends, innovation never rests, and our customers 

will always be our top priority. 

The Vision

“I would like to personally thank everyone for taking the time to inquire 

about our Stokerized full line of stabilizer solutions. This year we are very 

excited to release the all NEW Stasis which I believe is the finest stabilizer 

system that I have ever designed along with several other new designs that 

are sure to be great additions to our already rock solid line-up.”   

              Kyle Stokes
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stasis  / ‘sta-s s  / noun 
A state of inactivity caused by 
opposing or equal forces

Over the past year Stokerized has set out to create the simplest, cleanest, most effective single stabilizing unit that has ever 

existed. The Stasis is a progressive design of our top selling SS1 off-set stabilizer. Our continual desire to improve and make 

our products stand alone is evident in the unsurpassed and unlimited adjustments of the Stasis design. The Stasis is the only 

stabilizing bar on the market with a built-in ALL AXIS PIVOT point. This patent pending ALL AXIS PIVOT point in conjunction 

with our patent pending SS1 bracket design allows for infinite adjustments to counter balance your bow. We are 100% 

confident that once you shoot a Stokerized Stasis Stabilizer you will fully understand why it is superior to all 

other stabilizer designs.

10 Reasons why you should choose the Stasis: 

1.  Off-setting the stabilizer weight will allow for you to 

 reduce the overall mass weight of your stabilizer and 

 shoot with less effort.

2.  Built from 100% high modular American made 

 carbon tubing.

3.  Precision machined 6061 American made 

 aluminum components. 

4.  Every stabilizer is 100% hand built in Pennsylvania.

4.  Comes with six 1oz. stainless steel weights. 

5.  Available in Stasis 15" and Stasis 19".

6.  Available in 6 popular camouflage finishes. 

7.  Unlimited adjustments.

8.  New SS1 quick disconnect allows for simple quick attachment. 

9.  The last stabilizer you will ever need to buy.

10.  100% lifetime warranty. 

The Stasis™ Patent Pending

ALL AXIS PIVOT Patent Pending

This revolutionary pivot point, while used in 

conjunction with the SS1 bracket allows for 

360 degrees rotation of the Stasis Bar. 

This unlimited range of motion 

allows for precise placement 

of all counter weight.
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STASIS is available in both 15" and 19" lengths and comes standard with SS1 bracket and six 1 oz. 

stainless steel weights in your choice of 6 popular finishes. 

STANDARD CARBON BODY

The Stasis™

NEW SS1 QUICK DISCONNECT
Allows for easy removal and precise  
re-attachment during travel. The SS1 QD 
works with all prior SS1 stabilizer designs.
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The STASIS 15 measures 15" and weighs 12.75 oz.

The STASIS 19 measures 19" and weighs 13.75 oz.
 

FULL CAMO CARBON BODY



The HD2 and HD3 are two new compact stabilizer designs that incorporate Mathews® Harmonic 

Dampeners and Mathews® Harmonic stabilizers to produce a simple yet effective weight adjustable 

stabilizer option at an exceptional value. The precision American made 6061 aluminum body of the 

HD2 and HD3 houses several dampeners in a smaller area producing greater vibration reduction.

The HD2 measures 4.25" and weighs 5.25 oz.

The HD3 measures 6" and weighs 7 oz.

 

HD2 and HD3
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The HD-9 is the only high modular carbon stabilizer incorporating Mathews® Harmonic 

Dampening Technology. The HD-9 is 100% American Made from the finest machined 

components perfectly blended together producing a rock solid feel during and after the shot. 

HD-9 is the perfect hunting stabilizer for archers looking for the added stability of a slightly 

longer front bar without compromising maximum maneuverability. 

The HD-9 measures 9" and weighs 6.5 oz.

The SS1-HD combines all the versatility and functionality that a side mounted stabilizer has to offer. The 

SS1-HD will counter balance all unwanted torque induced from sights, rests, quivers, riser geometry and 

hand pressure aiding in effortless aiming during the shot and isolated movement upon the shot.

*Bracket mount is adjustable up and down.

*Carbon bar is adjustable front and back up to 3.5 inches.

*HD end is weight adjustable from 5 oz. - 10 oz. with Harmonic Stabilizers options.

The HD-SS1 measures 11.25" and weighs 11.5 oz.

HD9 Series HD-SS1 Series
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Acrylic SS1 G2 Series Patent Pending
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The SS1 is the original fully adjustable side mounted stabilizer that thousands of serious archers have set as the new standard 

for all hunting stabilizers to be measured. Designed to perfectly balance and isolate your bow of unwanted torque in a compact, 

ultra adjustable, fully weight adjustable system. The SS1 off-set stabilizer will allow for more comfortable aiming and relaxed 

shooting resulting in less fatigue and more consistent follow-through every time. 

Available Lengths:

SS1 G2 8.5 measures 8.5" and weighs 8 oz.

SS1 G2 10.5 measures 10.5" and weighs 8.5 oz.

Available in Black, Lost, Xtra, AP Snow and Max-1 hardware,

in combination with your choice of 14 acrylic color rod options. 

NEW SS1 QUICK DISCONNECT

Allows for easy removal and precise re-attachment during travel. 

The SS1 QD works with all prior SS1 stabilizer designs.

Black
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Acrylic Hunter G2 Series Patented

The Hunter G2 Stabilizer is a proven performer loaded with style and functionality. All Hunter G2 stabilizers feature our 

patented acrylic rod technology eliminating shock, vibration and noise. The Hunter G2 stabilizers are designed slightly 

lighter making them the perfect stabilizer for archers preferring a lighter set-up but will also accommodate those desiring a 

much heavier set-up with the ability to add unlimited weight.

Available lengths:

Hunter 6" G2 weighs 4.75 oz.

Hunter 8" G2 weighs 5.5 oz.

Hunter 10" G2 weighs 6 oz.

*All Hunters come standard with Saturn dampener front end.

(Steel Saturn Weights are still available as accessories)

Available in Black, Lost, Xtra, AP Snow and Max-1 Hardware,

in combination with your choice of 14 acrylic color rod options.

Available Finishes

Green

Blue
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Traditional Carbon Series

HD Carbon Series

Revolver Carbon Series

Note: additional information on all target series of stabilizers can be found at www.stokerized.com.

Target Series

7.5" weighs  5.75 oz.

10" weighs  6.5 oz.

15" weighs  7.25 oz.

23" weighs  9.25 oz.

35" weighs  11.75 oz.

9" weighs  6.5 oz.

11.5" weighs  7 oz.

16.5" weighs  8.25 oz.

24.5" weighs  10 oz.

30.5" weighs  11.25 oz.

36.5" weighs  12.75 oz.

36" weighs  12.75 oz.

30" weighs  11.5 oz.

24" weighs  10.25 oz.

16" weighs  8.5 oz.

11" weighs  7.5 oz.

8.5" weighs  6.5 oz.
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Universal Offset Bracket 
(Fits Most Bows)  Black Only

NEW SS1 Quick Disconnect 

Saturn Dampeners (1 oz.) 
Black Only

Max Jax End Cap Dampeners (2.5 oz.) 
Available in All Finishes

3/4" Steel Weight (2.5 oz.) 
Available in All Finishes

10 Degree / Straight Quick Disconnect 
Black Only

NEW 1 oz. Weights Sold as 2-Pack
Available in All Finishes

Revolver Weight Kits (3/4 oz. ea) 
Available in 3-pack and 6-Pack 

3/4" End Cap (3/4 oz.) 
Available in All Finishes

Steel Saturn Weight (5.5 oz.) 
Available in All Finishes

100% ALL NATURAL  

BIO-DEGRADABLE ULTRA 

POLYMER BOWSTRING WAX  

IS PRE-APPLIED TO EACH PAD TO 

STRIP DIRT AND OLD WAX OFF 

YOUR STRING 

WHILE RESTORING YOUR 

STRING FIBERS BACK TO A SILKY 

SMOOTH AND PROTECTIVE 

FINISH. 

Available In
10-Pack or 5-Pack

NEW Pine Scent

™
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Accessories




535 North State Route 934  •  Annville, PA  17003  •  717-867-1782

stokerized.com

WARRANTYINFORMATION:
We back every product we build 100% against defective materials and hardware, no questions asked.  

Damages to the finish and normal cosmetic wear that do not affect the functionality of the products will not be covered.  
Also, tampering with or disassembling the product will void all warranties. 

If you would ever encounter a problem with any of our products please call our office to obtain a return authorization  
number and ship the product to the address listed below. 

Proudly Made in the USA © 2014  Stokerized
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